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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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KEY STATS

Over the course of a year IT ReUse has established itself as a corner
stone of York's digital inclusion offering.
Owning a laptop, desktop, tablet or smartphone boosts digital
competence and confidence through choice and flexibility.
Multi-partner commercial, public and charity sector action is necessary
for effectively ending the digital divide. 

Key Findings:

1250 Volunteer Hours
accrued *This figure is approximate

Metric tonne
Of e-waste saved from landfill *This figure is approximate

Since summer 2020..

220 devices donated 
to digital excluded individuals and community projects 

400+
devices received 
from the general public, from local donations, businesses and
more

Metric tonnes of CO
prevented from being released into the atmosphere 

of our volunteers said that
IT ReUse has helped them
to feel less isolated 

100%

1

27

of Applicants 
come from households with an income of less than £15,000 a year

of Applicants
claiming disability-related financial support.

92%

44%

2

100% 
of recipients claimed to
use their laptop at least
weekly 

30% 
of recipients use their
devices every single
day
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Our Surveys have shown the following...

 of recipients
claimed to use
their laptop at
least weekly 

of recipients
use their

devices every
single day

of recipients reported to
use their laptops for

online courses

60%

A survey was sent out to 150 recipients of devices across the city to understand
how getting a device from IT ReUse has impacted their lives. 

Without access to their own
devices, attending online [recovery]
meetings would be difficult, and in

some cases impossible.
- Mark Green, York in Recovery

Chair

"
Beneficiary Organisations 

Overall IT ReUse York has been a roaring success. Our testimonials,
survey results and happy team of volunteers and staff are testament
to that. However, if you're wondering how you can help then flip to
page 26 and find out how. We still need help with publicity, new
business ventures and funding for sustainability. 

What's Next?

confidence before confidence after

75 

50 

25 

0 

CONFIDENCE INCREASE AFTER RECEIVING AN
 IT REUSE LAPTOP (GRAPH)

Key

Digital Skills
(14.29% increase) 

Typing
(14.29% increase) 

Using Zoom
(42.86% increase) 

Accessing 
Courses
(50% increase) 



Interviews with stakeholder organisations: these are
representative individuals who either shaped the
projects creation or have applied to the scheme on
behalf of their beneficiaries
Interviews with recipients: those who have received
a computer or tablet from IT ReUse 
Interviews with volunteers: secondary beneficiaries
of the programme who have taken part in job and IT
repair skills training 
Survey results of recipients and organisations who
have applied for laptops  
A commentary from the IT ReUse project manager
on additional learning from the project  

This report was commissioned to understand the
impact of IT ReUse on services and beneficiaries during
the past 9 months as well as better understand areas of
opportunity and development. The report will focus on
information from the following sources: 

 
The project has grown massively in the year period. Led
by Project Manager Tom Meares, and with special
thanks to to City of York Council’s Welfare and Strategic
Partnerships Susan Wood and Changing Lives Digital
Inclusion Coordinator Kate McLaven as well as everyone
who agreed to be interviewed as part of the evaluation
process. Executed through the Community Furniture
Store York, this project was funded by Two Ridings
Community Foundation and Lankelly Chase with our
partners. 
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Having started with 2 laptops and 2
volunteers we are proud to share the
journey and our progress that has now
seen us donate 220 devices, and partner
with over 30 organisations across York. 
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IT ReUse is a project in York working to give people access to services
that most take for granted. IT ReUse provides laptops, desktops and
tablet computers for those in need. Established in Summer 2020,
Community Furniture Store (York) (in partnership with City of York
Council and Changing Lives) created a project that would refurbish and
repurpose old IT equipment. From two volunteers with a few old
laptops and a server we have gone from strength to strength. Providing
over 200 devices to families, individuals and community groups. 

ABOUT IT REUSE 
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Computers are donated either by the general public or an
organisation to one of our collection points 
Donated computers are repaired by our volunteers and trainees
then securely wiped 
A community worker makes an application on behalf of a person in
need or community group 
It is collected from the Community Furniture Store (York) within a
week 

Applications are made via the online portal (itreuse.org.uk) and are
assessed by the Digital Inclusion Coordinator at Changing Lives. Once a
person has picked up their laptop they are able to carry out unlimited
tasks, such as accessing banking/benefits, online learning, school work,
job hunting, staying in touch with family and much more.  
The project works in collaboration with a range of partners and
stakeholders within the city to tailor the project to meet the needs of
those involved. The IT ReUse Project Manager frequently receives input
from applicant charities, the City of York Council, volunteers and
recipients to deliver as responsive a service as possible. 

HOW IT WORKS 
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Volunteer Hours
1250 accrued *This figure is approximate

Metric tonne1 Of e-waste saved from landfill *This figure is approximate
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Since summer 2020..

devices given out220 to digital excluded individuals and community projects 

devices received 

400+ from the general public, from local donations, businesses and
more

THE STATS
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Without access to their own
devices, attending online

[recovery] meetings would be
difficult, and in some cases

impossible.
- Mark Green, York in Recovery

Chair

"

Stakeholder and Beneficiary Organisations 
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TESTIMONIALS
Stakeholder and beneficiaries organisations were interviewed to understand
the impact of the project from a professional perspective. Those interviewed
had participated in the shaping of the project through participation in the IT
ReUse steering group – created by the City of York Council, making
applications to the scheme or both. Representatives from organisations
interviewed include: IDAS (the largest specialist charity in Yorkshire
supporting people affected by domestic violence and sexual abuse), York
Learning (part of the City of York Council, offering adult learning courses as
well as career advice and apprenticeships) and York in Recovery (a peer
support group assisting with abstinence and recovery from drug and alcohol
addiction in York).  

Mark Green was exceptionally complimentary of the IT ReUse project. Mark
coordinates the York in Recovery (YIR) café every week. Mark connects with YIR
members who are in various stages of recovery. These laptops have been especially
beneficial during the 2020/21 government-mandated lockdowns. During the
pandemic, drug and alcohol recovery meetings were all hosted online. Many people
who are on the road to recovery face additional barriers such as being homeless,
having little support or financial stability. Without access to their own devices,
attending online meetings would be difficult, and in some cases impossible. Mark
explained how during the pandemic the recovery community felt isolated and
ignored. Mark applied for laptops for some of the members through IT ReUse
scheme. This allowed the continuation of recovery support from a private space
(home) for various members. They were able to communicate and stay in touch with
their social workers as well as other members of YIR through attending Zoom
recovery meetings. Not only could they receive support, but the laptops were also a
source of entertainment and social connection during an otherwise very lonely
period. Mark believes IT ReUse has been beneficial, not only during the pandemic,
but will continue to be. "IT ReUse’s donations have helped those in recovery
develop independence. The devices allow them to take control of their benefits,
attend meetings, search for jobs and complete online courses."

YORK IN RECOVERY
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Stakeholder and Beneficiary Organisations 
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TESTIMONIALS

Will Harris is the ICT and e-Learning Manager at York Learning and is also
part of the steering group for the IT ReUse Scheme. Will has applied for
laptops from IT ReUse for: refugees, elderly people and others wishing to
access education. Will explained that the laptops help people in different
ways. The laptops have allowed refugees opportunities to study online
and improve their English. They also help people who need to use specific
software for study (e.g. Microsoft Office). Will commended on the ‘very
easy’ application process, stating that the online form is extremely
accessible and makes applying for a laptop very simple.  

YORK LEARNING 

Fiona Himsworth also works for York Learning and has applied for laptops
from IT ReUse. Fiona described IT ReUse as a ‘godsend’ and explained
that the simplicity of the scheme is fantastic. Migrating all of York
Learning’s courses online in the first lockdown, it became apparent that
people were unable to access online courses, complete school work or
attend online meetings without a digital device. This created problems
due to a 'massive lack of equipment'. York Learning applied for laptops
through the IT ReUse scheme to enable people to continue their studies. 

Kevin Garner is a social worker who works in child protection with
children who are at risk. Kevin has applied for laptops and phones for
young people who he works with. These laptops have acted as a gateway
to adult life, giving young people their own independence. These young
people have been able to keep up with school work, connect with family
and friends, apply for jobs and complete general admin on their own. The
laptops are also used for Zoom calls with social workers and to attend
remote learning.  

CITY OF YORK COUNCIL CHILD PROTECTION
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Online courses – many of the women in refuge have gained a lot of
confidence from completing online courses and gaining qualifications.  
Preparation for independent living – there are many forms/sheets/emails
that residents have to fill in using a laptop. When there was only 1
computer in the common room, there would be delays in completing
these because of the lack of equipment.  
Dealing with tenancies. 
Video fitness classes – many residents have taken up exercise classes,
including yoga and Pilates. Carole explained how having these extra
devices to allow more exercise opportunities within the house has been
great for improving mental health. 
Children’s activities – children use the devices for homework, school work
and playing games. Having a device that they can easily access allows
them to fit in with their friends and helps them to feel less isolated. 

Carole Beetham is a Respect Practitioner & Refuge Resettlement Worker for
IDAS and has applied for many laptops from IT ReUse for women and
children in refuge.  
Some of the laptops that Carole has applied for have been specifically for the
common room at the safe house. Prior to Carole’s application, there was one
computer that had to be shared between residents. This meant that if one
person had an online course all day nobody else had access. Carole was able
to apply for more computers for the common room with IT ReUse, making a
remarkable difference - women and children no longer have to book slots
and they each get more time online. 
Carole explained that the devices in refuge are used for: 

Stakeholder and Beneficiary Organisations 
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TESTIMONIALS

IDAS (INDEPENDENT DOMESTIC ABUSE SERVICES)

Women and children no
longer have to book slots
and they each get more

time online - Carol
Beetham, Practitioner &

Refuge Resettlement
Worker IDAS

"
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Kate McLaven, Changing Lives York's Digital Inclusion Coordinator, set up
a face-to-face, 1-2-1, bespoke digital support service which is ran out of
YDAS (York Drug and Alcohol Service). Kate was able to set this up with
donations of three laptops, a tablet and a desktop from the IT ReUse
Scheme. 
This donation has enabled Kate to work with Changing Lives clients
across York services, supporting them with everything from online
banking, tracking benefits, CV making, typing, online safety, buying and
selling online and much more. Kate Claims, "Without the IT ReUse service
I wouldn't have been able to set up this service as quickly and efficiently
as I did, I am now able to see up to 4 clients a week." The Changing Lives
Digital Support slots have proved to e very popular with slots booked out
weeks in advance. Colleagues at YDAS have made comments about how
necessary this service is, and how they wished it had existed ages ago.
Using the IT ReUse schemes refurbished equipment Kate is able to show
people how to operate Mac, Windows and Linux, dependent on a person's
specific needs. 

Stakeholder and Beneficiary Organisations 
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TESTIMONIALS

CHANGING LIVES, DIGITAL SUPPORT SERVICE
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B e l o w  i s  a  s t a g e d  i m a g e *
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SURVEYING
In order to understand IT ReUse’s impact on everybody involved, two
surveys were carried out. The first survey was a ‘stakeholder’ survey,
sent to involved community workers, those who participate in the
steering group, staff within City of York Council, York Learning
employees and other people who have interacted with the
organisation. The second survey was for the recipients of IT ReUse
devices themselves.

STAKEHOLDER SURVEY 

Support and monitor delivery of the funded projects 
Ensuring we target those most disadvantaged, pool practical skills and
knowledge and make the best use of the resources 
Plan for the continuation and development of provision of IT equipment
to those in need beyond December 21

The survey was sent to 40 different organisations that have either applied to
laptops or were involved in the steering group. Ten replied giving a 25%
response rate. Questions asked were based on the original objectives of the IT
ReUse steering group. These were:  

On a scale of 1-5 on how successful the scheme has been, IT ReUse was rated
4.5/5. A strength of the scheme appears to be its ability to reach those who
need devices most, with nearly 89% of respondents agreeing that the
scheme targets those who are most disadvantaged. Stakeholder also
identified the application process as simple and effective. All those surveyed
either agreed or strongly agreed that they could communicate the
application process clearly to others.  

‘Providing a quick and easy service to assist disadvantaged children
with the electronics they need for basic safety and to uphold social

contact in a challenging part of a child's life’ ""

When asked what the scheme has done well responses included: 

‘IT ReUse supplies IT equipment to those who need it but cannot
afford it. It has allowed people to be able to look for work, keep track

of benefits, reduce their stress levels and improve mental health’ 

'The scheme very quickly helped me provide a single parent with a
laptop so that they could begin studies’  
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SURVEYING
STAKEHOLDER SURVEY 

‘It has helped women and children in the refuge to be able to access
more media and school work. Before the women were having to do

applications etc. on their small phone and the children were having to
share the one computer we had communally.’ 

"
"

When asked about more specific cases where IT ReUse has been helpful, responses
included: 

‘Working with a young person who was subject to a child protection plan.
The situation wasn't great and warranted the child to move to wider family
which was around 2 hours away. The young person in question didn't have

a laptop at the time and was heavily into gaming and his social life was
based around that too. The laptop that was gained was used for remote
learning until the end of the year which saw him staying in education,

albeit from a distance. The laptop also allowed him to stay in touch with his
friends and family too through Skype.’ 
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SURVEYING
RECIPIENTS SURVEY 
A survey was sent to recipients of laptops through the York IT Reuse
scheme. The response rate was approximately 10%.  
100% of those recipients claimed to use their laptop at least weekly and
nearly 30% recipients use their devices every day.
 
The recipients of IT ReUse’s laptops vary significantly. Recipients face
multiple complex needs including: homelessness, drug and alcohol
dependency issues, those facing financial hardship, refugees and those
affected by domestic violence. 
Recipients reported using their laptops for connecting with others,
whether by email, video calls social media or other means. The survey
has demonstrated that these laptops and tablets have been
instrumental in keeping people in vulnerable positions in contact with
friends, family, support groups and workers..  

of recipients
claimed to use
their laptop at
least weekly 

100%

of recipients use
their devices every

single day

30% 
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confidence before confidence after

75 

50 

25 
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of recipients reported to
use their laptops for

online courses

60%

CONFIDENCE INCREASE AFTER RECEIVING AN
 IT REUSE LAPTOP (GRAPH)

Key

The survey demonstrates that the laptops are used regularly for education,
nearly 60% of recipients reported to use their laptops for online courses, whilst
43% reported use of their laptop for educational purposes (e.g. school
work/revision). These laptops have allowed people to study for qualifications –
particularly when access to in person teaching has been restricted.  
One recipient stated that the device ‘has helped me to get back into education
and will help me gain qualifications which I never would have been able to do
without, and I’m really grateful for that’.  
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RECIPIENTS SURVEY STATISTICS
The following are statistics gathered from surveying the bneficiaries of IT
ReUse devices. You can see high numbers of people using their laptops to
access online learning courses and materials. We can also see a 42% increase
in people's confidence when accessing Zoom after being gifted a laptop.
These numbers highlight the way people are acessing new materials, and
their confidence is growing as they do so. 

reported use of their
laptop for accessing
learning materials

43%

Digital Skills
(14.29% increase) 

Typing
(14.29% increase) 

Using Zoom
(42.86% increase) 

Accessing 
Courses
(50% increase) 
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' It has made a massive difference to have a laptop, I
would not be able to have applied for my job or start my
induction and do all the training on Zoom without it '  -
Miss H , York 
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SURVEYING
RECIPIENTS SURVEY 

Devices were reported to be used for job searches and applications.
Nearly half of the recipients have used their laptop when applying or
searching for jobs. Most jobs applied for could only be accessed via a
digital application, which respondents would not have been able to
access without a laptop. One recipient stated that the device has helped
them when ‘looking for support with CVs’, showing that devices have
also helped recipients with the preparation and research that comes
with applying for a job.  
Other popular uses of the devices appear to be accessing support
groups and managing benefits. Nearly 72% of recipients said that their
laptop had given them easier access to information regarding these
subjects.  
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' I can't say how useful it
has been ! I can do some
many things from
sending emails to my
coursework, I now
depend on my laptop it
has changed everything
for me '  
- Miss S  

The following are images and quotes from recipients from The Opportunities Centre, York
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RECIPIENT INTERVEWS

This recipient was a 47 year old woman, who got her laptop
through her social worker. She told us she was feeling
isolated and feeling like she had no purpose before she
received her device. The laptop has allowed the recipient to
take an online course in life coaching and she is planning on
starting her own business when she gets her qualification.
The recipient would not have been able to start her new
career without the laptop. The laptop has enabled her to set
up all aspects of her business (e.g. website, company email,
accounts and social media), she has been able to attend
video call business meetings, and has also been able to
advertise through online channels. Without the laptop, she
believes she would probably still be unemployed.    

Names and pictures below are made up for anonymity  *

This recipient was an ex-army veteran who had been
diagnosed with PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) and
experienced a relationship breakdown, he had become
dependent on alcohol. He has been in recovery for 2 years
with support from YIR (York in Recovery). He attends all of
his appointments with social workers, goes to the York in
Recovery café weekly and is engaged with all services. This
laptop has helped him to attend courses on digital skills,
check the news, listen to music and stream movies. The
recipient says that the laptop has given him a source of
entertainment which takes his mind to a more positive
place. He has also been able to attend Zoom meetings and
manage his benefits – something that he could never do on
his own.  
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‘If it [laptop] disappeared today, I think I would be lost - it is used
almost daily by me & my kids - my younger sisters have even
borrowed it to do homework as they don't have access to a laptop. I
would definitely struggle with my course without it too.’ 
‘Not having this device now would have a big impact. I use it a
lot and it has helped me to find out information and fill my time
with positive things’ 
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RECIPIENT INTERVEWS

This recipient was a young woman in her early 20s who
became pregnant and had two children. She decided to go
back into education and wanted to apply for a teaching
course through York Learning. She would like to be a
Special Needs Coordinator in the future. She spoke to York
Learning, as she could not sign up to the course because
she did not have a laptop. York Learning referred her to IT
ReUse where she was given a MacBook.  
The laptop enabled her to enrol on the course and complete
coursework. Without her laptop she would not have been
able to continue her education as studying in the college
library was impractical. This would have required a
significant amount of childcare, which the recipient could
not afford.  The recipient’s children also use the laptop for
entertainment and her sisters have borrowed it to complete
homework. Overall, this laptop has facilitated the recipient’s
continued education and will allow her to achieve her goal
of becoming a Special Needs Coordinator. 

*Pictures below do not belong to interviewees 

This recipient was from IDAS (Independent Domestic Abuse
Services) refuge and has 4 children. Her and her children all
live in very close proximity in a safe house and have a small
living space shared between them. The laptop has given the
children a source of entertainment and consequently some
peace and ‘alone time’ for their mother. The device has
offered some independence for everybody in the household
and the mother reports to being less stressed and feeling a
lot calmer. The older child can socialise with her friends
more as she can talk online with them and play games with
other children her age. The children are also able to do their
homework. 
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‘I could not have completed my course or searched for
employment. I also use it to book doctors’ appointments
and keep track of emails. It's fantastic!’ 
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RECIPIENT INTERVEWS
*Pictures below do not belong to interviewees 

This person received a phone (these have not been widely
distributed by IT ReUse thus far, but IT ReUse intends on
providing more phones in the near future). This 13-year-old
child, who was the victim of domestic abuse was given a
phone after her social workers applied for a one as a means
of keeping in touch with her. The phone gave her some
privacy – she could talk to social workers when needed and
kept them up to date on her household situation. The
phone enabled her to contact her social workers easily if
anything happened. The phone also had emergency
contacts installed on it to help protect her (e.g. Child Line).  

This recipient was a woman in her late 40s who was staying
at IDAS (Independent Domestic Abuse Services) refuge. She
wanted to go back into education, so her social worker
applied for a laptop through IT ReUse. She signed up to
Maths and English courses during lockdown which has
drastically increased her confidence. She was worried about
being embarrassed about not being able to use a computer
when she went to classes. However this initial introduction
back into education has allowed her to build confidence,
which is enebeling her to sign up to further courses, online
and in-person.

This recipient was a teenager who was at risk of self-harm.
She has mental health issues which have required her to
have specialist support. Her social worker applied for a
laptop for her, which enabled her to create a CV, apply for
jobs and move away from home with the support of her
social worker. The laptop acted as a bridge towards adult
life and gave her a sense of independence. She was able to
video call her social workers and attend online courses and
remote learning.  
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SURVEYING
VOLUNTEERS
At IT ReUse we have 8 volunteers in our
IT workshop who help with fixing and
preparing machines for use.  All those
surveyed improved their confidence and
their IT skills, it also helped them feel
less isolated. Each of them agreed that
they felt their time and efforts were
appreciated. Overall we had a very
positive response from our volunteers,
who we could not do this project
without. Below are some responses
about their favourite parts working on
the scheme. 

"Volunteering for IT Reuse came at a difficut time in terms of
being isolated over the COVID lockdown period. It allowed me to
meet new people who are interested in the same subjects that I
am. Knowing that I am using my skills in IT to help other young
people or other people in need really gave me a motivation
boost. As I have used the service as both a volunteer and also a
partner worker who delivered the devices to the young people I
support, it was good to see the effect it has on the young person.
This is especially more true when working in COVID lockdown
and giving those young people the access to mental health
services or remote family time through skype or other video
calling services."
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 of our volunteers
said that IT ReUse
has helped them
to feel less isolated 

100%

 "Working there as a volunter really has helped me be more
confident in my role of explaining tecnology safety and security to
other parents. It is always pleasant when coming to volunteer on a
Saturday and I always feel welcomed and felt appreicated and
that I am making a positive contribution to society."



SURVEYING
KICKSTARTER

KICK STARTER INTERVEIW 

Tyler had been unemployed for five years prior
to his job coach finding him this kick-starter
role with the IT ReUse Project, which was an
obvious fit when he went to interview. Tyler
describes finding this role being "like winning
the lottery!" 

"It's literally my dream job so I like everything about it, but my
favourite thing has been the sense of progression and
experience gained. I've learned so many things and I've had so
much experience with things that will really help me in my
professional life as a whole, and there's a lot more left on the
roadmap for me to cover."
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This is due to not only being able to surround himself with all things tech and IT, but also

the supportive, comfortable working atmosphere that has been created at the

Community Furniture Store. Tyler was especially grateful for the way Tom Meares (Project

Manager) was so accommodating of his neurodivergence. Suffering with sensitivity to

light, and severe headaches, Tyler expressed the rarity that it was to be able to work

somewhere that allowed him to wear his sunglasses indoors, saying that wearing them

and headphones are "usually a barrier for getting into work". On top of that, he mentioned

how the team supplied a mini-fridge for Tyler to keep his cool packs in, for whenever his

headaches flare up. 

Tyler also spoke about the incredible improvement he has already noticed in the soft skills

he has picked up, especially around communication, going so far as to say this has even

helped him in his home life. It is evident that this accepting, nurturing and enthusiastic

environment has helped Tyler flourish, with the focus not only being on project outcomes,

but also also ensuring all workers and volunteers are gaining something too. Tyler finished

by saying, "I'm so much more employable now... I could do anything." 



The following considerations were made at the six month point by the
Project Manager, Tom Meares on key learning that had been made by
the project. Below is a summary of these findings. 

Open source software has allowed us to keep costs low when restoring
IT equipment. We have been able to provide alternatives to Microsoft
Office (Libre Office) in order to reduce the need to purchase expensive
subscriptions which would be unsustainable for beneficiaries to
maintain. For example a Microsoft Office 365 subscription costs £5.99
an expense our beneficiaries would not be able to afford. The
subscription would also require access to a bank account and a home
address – as some of our applicants have been homeless and do not
have a bank account, this would have meant that they would not have
been able to get access to basic software. 

OPERATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS 
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OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE



Linux operating systems (particularly Zorin OS) meant that we did not
need to purchase expensive licences. Furthermore, the low resource
usage of the operating system has meant that we have been able to
use machines much older than we originally anticipated (more than 10
years). This has meant that we have saved nearly 400 laptops being
sent to landfill. When including cables, printers and other peripherals –
that equates to a tonne of waste from being generated. Furthermore –
Windows and macOS systems require high speed internet connections
with large data allocations to ensure that the system is kept up-to-date.
As many of our applicants gain internet connectivity through a
metered Wi-Fi hotspot – it would be impractical for them to keep the
system up-to-date leaving them vulnerable to cyber-attacks and
malicious software. Operating systems such as Zorin OS have much
smaller updates – allowing users to remain safe using very little
internet data allocation. 

Laptop computers are by far the most preferred option for accessing
digital technology. Tablets and desktops have not been as frequently
requested. This is probably because they do not offer the same
flexibility as laptops. 

MOST POPULAR DEVICES

LINUX OPERATING SYSTEMS
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A distinct lack of digital education is present in York. Our most
common feedback has been that individuals do not know how to
operate the items that they have or returning them because they are
‘broken’ which is almost always due to not knowing how to operate the
device. More work needs to be done to bolster digital education in York
so that beneficiaries know how to make the most of the hardware they
have received.  Through the 100% Digital Partnership and the IT ReUse
steering group, we hope to ensure that present provisions are linked up
and promoted throughout the city and any gaps identified will be filled.

The new working group for Digital Support branches from 100% Digital
focuses on mapping out what is available in the city, and bridging and
gaps that appear. Soon we will be able to signpost support to people in
need efficiently and effectively. E-mail Will Harris for more:
will.harris@york.gov.uk 

OPERATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS 
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The transformative nature of gaming is a factor that should be noted as
being important to digital engagement. As stated above in the case
study, gaming can be a method by which young people especially can
be engaged. Two volunteers have come to the project through an
interest of gaming and as such have improved both the technical and
‘soft’ work skills. Further investigation should be made as to how an
interest in gaming can engage young people with digital skills training
and development. 

Setting up a project supported by volunteers during the pandemic has
had the secondary benefit of providing community activities for those
feeling isolation during the pandemic. Volunteers have stated that the
project gives them an opportunity to talk, socialise and do something
productive when other outlets for in person interaction have been
limited. We believe that this is a unique opportunity for individuals who
have an interest in IT. We believe that we have created a space which
provides social benefits,  social interaction and camaraderie while
engaging in a shared hands-on purpose – a focus on IT skills and
interests. 

OPERATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS 
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The following are some opportunities for growth which have
been discussed amongst partners in IT ReUse as well as with
beneficiary organisations. 

Some stakeholders suggested a larger focus on phones within
the scheme. York in Recovery stated that recipients who they
work with, are often in hostels and rarely have Wi-fi connectivity.
Branching out to include phones within the IT ReUse scheme
would allow those in recovery access to the internet without
having to go to the library or pay to set up wi-fi provisions. These
phones could be used as a recovery management tool, allowing
those in recovery better communication with their social
workers. IT ReUse has introduced them. IT ReUse are currently
looking at plans to extend the service to include smart phones. 

We have also had feedback that there should be more
advertisement, as the scheme currently works mostly through a
word-of-mouth basis. This is something that IT ReUse has
addressed and is seeking to improve further. This will include
implementation of more social media promotion, discussion with
a wider number of stakeholders and provision of greater
marketing materials. 

Whilst the success of the scheme was perceived as high, the
survey highlighted the uncertainty of the future of IT ReUse, due
to the need of funding, with 33% stating that they could neither
agree nor disagree with the statement ‘I understand clearly how
the IT ReUse Scheme will continue after 2021’. Survey
respondents were keen to know whether the scheme would
continue.   

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH IN
FOR THE NEXT YEAR
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH IN
FOR THE NEXT YEAR
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Some recipients said that they would have benefitted from more
digital training with their devices at the beginning. Some of these
recipients received a MacBook and, while the reaction was
positive, they, had no experience with using Apple products and
thus found it challenging to use their devices at first.  
This is something that IT ReUse is looking to develop with York
Learning in 2022. 

The volunteers mentioned that in the future it would be great if
there could be some paid opportunities. Some of the volunteers
said that they would be enthusiastic to be employed by the
scheme in the future. This could be something that IT ReUse
considers in the future if the scheme expands.  

RECIPIENT OPINIONS 
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Here's what's happening next and how you
and your organisation can get envolved:

WHAT'S NEXT?

New Business Ventures 
We want to ensure that the
programme continues to be financially
sustainable. We aim to begin selling
devices in the 2022 period at an
affordable price. If you are a supplier
that is interested in working with IT
ReUse or a company wishing to
dispose of IT assets ethically please
get in touch. Furthermore we are also
looking at a dedicated data
destruction and support package
which will be available in 2022. 

2

Funding for Sustainability 
We are currently looking to gain
funding for the project to support us
through 2022 and beyond. The
project costs £43,000 per year to run.
While we are aiming to make the
project sustainable through device
sales, this will take time and grant
funding / commercial sponsorship is
needed in the interim. Our aim is to
become financially self-sufficient
within 3 years.

43
In late 2021 - IT ReUse committed to
provide network connectivity
alongside laptops, tablets desktops. In
addition to the devices now also are
able to provide wi-fi prosivisons to
those who need them.
We are now offering reconditioned
smartphones to applicants, based on
feedback received creating this
report.
We are in need of businesses and
individuals to supply second hand
smartphones for the programme. 

Mobile Phones and Data

More Publicity
We are always looking for new ways to
get the word out about the IT ReUse
Scheme. If you have any means of
supporting us with publicity please
reach out. If you work with support
workers of any type, appearing on
your work newsletter, weekly round up
e-mail, or Facebook page helps
spread the word on how people can
apply. We also are in need of
donations so, please help us push the
message out on getting more
donations of phones and laptops. 

1
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The following are our key partners who helped enable this project
to gain reach and progress. We are grateful to these organisations
and groups for working with us, helping us accumulate the data
and interviews for this report. We look forward to continuing our
work with them in the future.
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PARTNERS
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Overall, thus far, the IT ReUse project has been a deemed a success
in terms of its goals of providing access to IT equipment for the
people of York. Stakeholders, device recipients and volunteers are
all extremely appreciative of the scheme's work within York.  
It is clear that IT ReUse is making a great effort to combat the
digital divide within the city, providing those most in need with
laptops. This has had a major effect upon recipients, many of
whom have been able to find paid work, improve their mental
health or continue their educational pursuits.  

To find out more or to get in touch regarding new business, donations
or to give feedback on this report please email York IT ReUse Project
Manager Tom Meares at: tom@cfstores.org.uk
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CONCLUSION

C O N T A C T

York IT ReUse 
York Community
Furniture Store
The Raylor Centre,
Unit 29/34A, James
St, York YO10 3DW

For all info visit:
itreuse.org.uk

tom@cfstores.org.uk

 @cfstores.york
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Tom Meares  - Project Manager IT ReUse York

The Community Furniture Store York - Project Facilitators 

Susan Wood, City of York Council - Strategic Consultancy 

Kate McLaven, Changing Lives - IT ReUse Application Liaison &
Comms Support, Impact Report Designer/ Editor 

The IT ReUse Scheme Steering Group 

United Response

Abbie Mattocks - Freelance consultant who collated the
interviews and surveys

Will Harris -ICT and eLearning Manager

Holly Hennel - York Cares

Fiona Himsworth Head of English, Maths and Targeted
Learning

Kevin Garner - Social Worker, City of York Council

Mark Green - York in Recovery Chair

Carole Beetham - Respect Practitioner & Refuge Resettlement
Worker

Jude Windmill  - Volunteer

Tyler Potter - Kick Starter IT Support Technician

Two Ridings Community Foundation - Funders for the Initial
12 Months of the project

We thank you for your continued support
in our efforts in bridging the digital divide
in York
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Thank you to all the people who
contributed and worked tirelessly on
this project and to our stakeholders,
volunteers and recipients and who
helped us collate the information for
this report.
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